Punso Island (Sons of Mil Book 5)

His body crashed through the dense
foliage, making as much noise as possible.
Arms swung out at the branches of achiote
trees, disregarding the nicks and cuts
caused by the spiny dried fruit. His boots
trampled across knee-high shrubbery,
exposed roots, and fallen trunks. He could
hear the threatening shouts of the men
chasing him, their voices getting louder as
they closed the distance. His heart was
pounding too hard in his chest, sweat
drenching his shirt, and his breath was
coming too quick; he was beginning to
stumble now, vision blurring, ankles giving
way under the mulch. It didnt matter. All
that mattered was getting the men as far
away from his team as possible. Whether
tracking a forest deity through the darkest
reaches of the Amazon, or using himself as
bait to keep rebels away from his friends in
the Yucatan, Miguel Portillo has devoted
himself to ensuring the Legendseeker
Societys safety. When the team is invited
to the Philippines, Miguel is prepared for
anything except for Camilla Vengcos
declaration of love, and the snares of
ancient magic that quickly draw them both
towards destinies they have no hope of
escaping. What starts out as an exciting
research expedition quickly turns into a
nightmare for Miguel and the team
members under his protection as they fight
off potential kidnappers and get stranded
on an island no one ever visits after dark.
Eager to escape the beach as a strange mist
begins to form, the Legendseekers slip into
the jungleonly to come face to face with
deadly creatures of Filipino lore. Now
trapped in a dilapidated building
surrounded by the screams of tortured
souls, monstrous creatures hungry for
human flesh, and a seductive fetus-eater
eager to manipulate them into breeding,
Miguel must keep his charges alive long
enough for someone to rescue them.
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